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Abstract In the field of photosynthesis research, Otto

Warburg (1883–1970) is predominantly known for the role

he played in the controversy that began in the late 1930s

regarding the maximum quantum yield of photosynthesis,

even though by that time he had already been working on

the topic for more than a decade. One of Warburg’s first

contributions on the subject, which dates from around

1920, is his proposal for a detailed model of photosyn-

thesis, which he never completely abandoned, despite later

overwhelming evidence in favor of alternatives. This paper

presents a textual and graphical reconstruction of War-

burg’s model and of his argument for its validity. Neither

has received much attention in the history of science, even

though the model was certainly one of the most plausible

explanations of the period and therefore could not be so

easily discredited.
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Introduction

Nobel Laureate Otto Warburg (1883–1970; see Fig. 1 for

a photograph) is well known in the field of photosynthesis

research: he is predominantly famous—or rather, notori-

ous—for his influence on the long-running debate on the

maximum quantum yield of photosynthesis, and for his

stubbornness in holding to his own particular concept of

photosynthesis, even after overwhelming evidence had

been established in favor of alternatives.1 In the 1940s

and the 1950s, when the controversy was at its height,

Warburg had already been working on this topic for more

than 30 years; yet, his earlier work in photosynthesis has

received little attention, even though Warburg introduced

his manometric methods, which would greatly influence

the whole field, in his first paper on the subject in 1919.

In this paper he also interpreted for the first time the 1905

findings of Frederick F. Blackman (1866–1947) and

Gabrielle L. C. Matthaei—regarding the unusual shape of

the CO2 and light curves, published in Blackman (1905),

Matthaei (1905), and Blackman and Matthaei (1905)—as

a series of two different reactions and tried to make sense

of this result in a detailed hypothesis on the mechanism of

photosynthesis. This was quite a challenge at the time,

since all that was known of a biochemical process was

what went in and what came out. Photosynthesis was

basically a black box, the internal mechanism of which

was totally obscure. Scientists did their best to shed light

on the process, as can be taken from the extensive

timeline of discoveries given in Govindjee and Krogmann

(2004), but, like other metabolical processes, photosyn-

thesis proved highly sensitive to intervention. As Patricia

Craig put it in her history of the Carnegie Institution’s

Department of Plant Biology: ‘‘Whenever the box’s cover

was pried off, the wheels inside stopped turning.’’ (Craig

2005, p. 125). In this paper, I shall introduce Warburg’s

early attempts to prise open the black box, based on the
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1 The Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine was awarded to War-

burg in 1931 ‘‘for his discovery of the nature and mode of action of

the respiratory enzyme’’; see the information on the official website,

http://nobelprize.org. For biographical information on Warburg, see,

e.g., Krebs (1972, 1979), Bücher (1983), Höxtermann and Sucker

(1989), Werner (1991), Henning (2000), and Höxtermann (2001). On

the quantum controversy in particular, see also Govindjee (1999).
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reasoning in his first three articles. I also hope to eluci-

date the article’s own, and from a certain perspective,

compelling logic—even if Warburg’s approach seems so

bizarre from today’s viewpoint.

The first series of articles

Otto Warburg embarked upon the field of photosynthesis

research with two closely related articles, published in 1919

and 1920, dealing with the general mechanism of photo-

synthesis. Both articles were entitled ‘‘On the rate of pho-

tochemical carbonic acid decomposition’’ (‘‘Über die

Geschwindigkeit der photochemischen Kohl-

ensäurezersetzung’’; see Warburg 1919, 1920). In 1921,

Warburg additionally gave a much shorter synopsis of his

findings in the German journal Die Naturwissenschaften,

which included a more comprehensive interpretation (see

Warburg 1921). It was only in 1922 that Warburg published

his first account of the quantum yield of the process, that is,

of the efficiency of photosynthesis (Warburg and Negelein

1922); this was followed in 1923 by a second paper on the

influence of the wavelength of light on photosynthetic

efficiency, which he co-authored with his long-standing

collaborator Erwin Negelein (1897–1979; see Fig. 2); this

was published as (Warburg and Negelein 1923).

The tremendous effect of the latter two papers, the

content of which led to the later quantum yield contro-

versy, is well known. However, what is less well known are

the considerable achievements of the first three papers.

Warburg revolutionized the field by introducing a whole

series of new techniques that were to become the standard

for photosynthesis research up until the 1970s. These in-

cluded the use of manometric rather than gasometric or

titrimetric methods for measuring the rate and progress of

photosynthesis (see Fig. 3 for the manometer Warburg

used in 1919; also see Fig. 5 in Höxtermann 2007); to this

end, Warburg substituted the study of leaves and whole

plants with the unicellular green alga Chlorella as the

subject of investigation, which to this day remains one of

the model organisms for photosynthesis (on green algae as

model organisms, see, e.g., Zallen 1993).

The prompt inclusion of Warburg’s experimental pro-

tocols in contemporary textbooks and manuals reveals how

quickly his methods became the accepted standard of the

field. In addition to manometry and Chlorella, Warburg

Fig. 1 Otto Heinrich Warburg (1883–1970). Reproduced from

Bücher (1983), before the first page of the book

Fig. 2 Erwin Negelein (1897–1979) at the observation telescope of a

spectrometer. Reproduced from Bücher (1983), p. 19

Fig. 3 The apparatus that Warburg used for his first photosynthesis

studies. Reproduced from Warburg (1919), p. 245
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applied sophisticated photophysical techniques, such as

bolometry, absorption methods, and intermittent illumina-

tion by means of rotating sectors. He was also the first

person to systematically use inhibitors to discover more

about the biochemical process of photosynthesis. Warburg

had first developed this approach, together with the general

application of manometric techniques and the use of uni-

cellular research objects (sea urchin eggs, blood cells),

during his earlier work on cell respiration; he then applied

these methods analogously—and equally successfully—to

his photosynthesis studies (Höxtermann and Sucker 1989,

59f.). From the results of his research, Warburg finally

proposed a mechanism that involved the formation of a

‘‘photolyte,’’ a concept that he adopted from contemporary

physics—indeed, it was his father, Emil, who introduced

this concept to science in 1917 (see Warburg 1917). (For

further discussion on photolyte, see Höxtermann 2007.)

In this paper, I shall concentrate on the new model of the

photosynthetic process put forward by Otto Warburg in his

first three articles (Warburg 1919, 1920, 1921). Since

Warburg did not present his line of argument in either one

of them comprehensively, I shall not trace each article in

detail but will summarize the main elements of their con-

tent systematically.2

Survey

The question that interested Warburg in 1919 was not

which factors enabled the formation of oxygen or the

process of photosynthesis in general, as one might have

expected, but why carbonic acid (formed when carbon

dioxide combines with water) can, under normal circum-

stances, be decomposed in green plant cells.3 Warburg was

not questioning the fact that carbonic acid was being

decomposed. Since according to the summary equation for

photosynthesis, the quantities of the two substances were

stoichiometrically equivalent, that is, as many carbonic

acid molecules were consumed as oxygen molecules pro-

duced, this assumption seemed to be almost too obvious

and was rarely seriously questioned (although, of course,

we know today that history would prove it wrong).

However, the question was how carbonic acid and other

substances that take part in the photosynthetic processes

were rendered reactive, since outside the living cells all of

them were known to be highly inert.

Warburg’s answer was, in short, that this reactivity was

achieved by the adsorption of the participating substances

to internal cell surfaces containing heavy metals. There-

fore, destroying these surfaces meant destroying the sites of

reaction and, hence, inhibiting photosynthesis (Warburg

1921, p. 354). This corresponds exactly to Warburg’s

interpretation of the process of cell respiration, arrived at

after researching the subject from 1908 to 1914: it is a

surface-dependent series of reactions that requires the

participation of iron (Warburg 1914; Höxtermann 2001, pp.

265–268; Kohler 1973; also see Höxtermann 2007). War-

burg postulated that, in the case of photosynthesis, three

different classes of reaction were involved:

(1) A primary photochemical process of light acting on a

cell’s pigments, the product of which was a reducing

agent.

(2) The formation of a carbonic acid derivative through a

series of ordinary chemical reactions. This process

required the involvement of heavy metals, presum-

ably part of an enzyme, and included the intermediate

binding of carbonic acid to components of the cell.

Thus, the process was surface dependent.

(3) Secondary reactions of the carbonic acid derivative

with the primary photochemical product (PPP), which

would eventually lead to the release of oxygen and

the synthesis of organic substances. These reactions

were also thought to be surface-dependent chemical

processes.

In the following sections, I shall present Warburg’s

main evidence for these hypotheses and the course of his

argument.

Experimental findings and their interpretation

Carbon dioxide concentrations

Having given a detailed explanation of his new techniques,

Warburg started his paper of 1919 by re-examining the

standard parameters of photosynthesis. The first topic he

looked at again was the relationship between photosyn-

thesis and levels of carbon dioxide concentration, measured

at high light intensities. There are no surprises

here—Warburg confirmed the findings of Blackman, who

in 1905 had established the fundamental Law of Limiting

Factors, a restatement of Liebig’s Law of the Minimum

(Blackman 1905). As Blackman and his collaborators had

demonstrated, at low carbon dioxide concentrations the rate

of photosynthesis increased in proportion to a rise in car-

bon dioxide concentrations. However, after a certain point,

2 Warburg, e.g., devoted almost twenty pages of his 1919 article to

describing his new techniques in detail: the growing of the algae, his

light source, his manometric methods, the apparatus, and specific

vessels, and, finally, the use of rotating sectors to expose the algae to

alternating light and dark conditions. Although this section is inter-

esting in its own right, it is not immediately relevant to this paper, so I

have chosen to skip over most of it.
3 Assuming the participation of carbonic acid in the process rather

than carbon dioxide was common practice at the time.
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additional increases in carbon dioxide concentrations did

not promote the rate of photosynthesis so efficiently, until

the rate remained constant, notwithstanding any further

increases in the gas (Blackman 1905; Matthaei 1905;

Blackman and Matthaei 1905). Like Blackman before him,

Warburg concluded that, while in the first part of the curve

carbon dioxide concentrations limited the rate of the pro-

cess, in the second part of the curve some other limiting

factor must have been present.

Warburg gave the topic a new turn by proposing that,

since light intensity and temperature were chosen favor-

ably, the limiting factor in the second part of the curve had

to be an additional substance, X, which would react with

carbonic acid in the course of photosynthesis (Warburg

1919, p. 253). This substance X might possibly be a

component of the green cells, Warburg hypothesized,

alluding to Richard Willstätter’s (1872–1942) discovery of

the occurrence of this type of reaction. Carbonic acid

would react with this substance X to make an unknown

derivative, and only then could further reaction steps occur

leading to the release of oxygen. Figure 4 gives a graphical

reconstruction of the sequence of events proposed by

Warburg.4

Light intensity

The second issue Warburg reconsidered was the relation-

ship between photosynthesis and light intensity, measured

at high carbon dioxide concentrations, which had also been

raised before by Blackman. In agreement with earlier

studies, at low light intensities, the rate of photosynthesis

increased in proportion to the light, while this effect be-

came less prominent at higher light intensities. After a

certain point, the rate of photosynthesis reached a plateau

and additional increases in light intensity were unable to

promote the process any further. Again, the phenomenon

itself was well known (although Warburg’s new technique

produced a slightly different curve), but Warburg proposed

his own interpretation, at the same time underlining the

similarity of this effect to the one described earlier in the

paper:

The appearance of the curve is very similar to the one

that demonstrates the influence of different carbonic

acid concentrations at constant light intensity; the

‘‘concentration of light energy’’ operates in this case

like the concentration of a chemical substance. This

concordance suggests that each light intensity corre-

sponds to a specific concentration of a primary pho-

tochemical product, which, according to its

concentration, would, in turn, be effective in a

chemical reaction. The explanation of the shape of

this curve would then have to be similar to the earlier

one, by assuming that the rate of assimilation is in

proportion to the concentration of the primary pho-

tochemical product [PPP] and the concentration of a

second substance, which reacts with this primary

photochemical product (Warburg 1919, pp. 257f.).

Warburg considered that the light curve also resulted from

two different factors that influenced the rate of photosyn-

thesis under different light conditions. Indeed, this time

Warburg went even further, since he not only proposed two

different factors but also two different reactions that would

limit the whole process at low or high light intensities. This

was the first time that the shape of this curve, well known

since the time of Blackman, had been explicitly interpreted

in this way. If one follows Warburg’s argument, a series of

at least three reaction steps emerge (see Fig. 5): in the first

stage light reacts with some other substance, Z, to form the

PPP, which in the second stage reacts with another sub-

stance, Y, to further the process, before oxygen is released

in the third stage.

Temperature

Warburg also re-examined temperature, the third classic

parameter of photosynthesis. At high concentrations of

carbonic acid and high light intensities, Warburg found, at

the standard temperature interval between 15�C and 25�C,

a temperature coefficient of about 2, in agreement with the

literature (that is, with a rise in temperature of 10�C the

reaction rate doubled; Warburg 1919, p. 258). This indi-

cated that under these conditions a thermochemical process

was limiting the assimilation rate. At low carbonic acid

concentrations and high light intensities, Warburg found

Fig. 4 Reconstructed model of Warburg’s interpretation of the

carbon dioxide curve. In the first part of the curve, CO2 itself would

be limiting the process, while a second substance, X, was thought to

be the limiting factor in the second part of the curve, so that no

additional increase in carbon dioxide concentrations would be able to

promote the formation of oxygen any further. The formed complex of

carbon dioxide and substance X (the ‘‘carbonic acid derivative’’) was

assumed to undergo further reaction steps before oxygen could be

released

4 For a detailed introduction to the representation of causal processes

in graph form, see: Baumgartner and Grasshoff (2004; Chapter III).
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coefficients of 4–5, that is, an even stronger dependence on

temperature; again, a thermochemical reaction was, pre-

sumably, limiting here—this, too, was not a new finding.

And, finally, at low light intensities, Warburg confirmed

‘‘Blackman’s important discovery,’’ as he called it, of a

coefficient approaching unity, which would mean that un-

der these conditions the rate of photosynthesis is governed

by a process that is practically temperature independent: a

photochemical reaction was the obvious answer (Warburg

1919, p. 259). In his 1921 article, however, Warburg

slightly revised this last result by presenting evidence

which showed that at low light intensities the coefficient

was negative, that is, the rate of the process rose as the

temperature decreased. This, Warburg argued, indicated

that in this process high energy substances, such as PPP,

were the limiting factor (Warburg 1921, p. 355).

Intermittent illumination

The next subject that Warburg turned to was new: the effect

of exposing photosynthesizing cells to alternating dark and

light periods. In order to investigate this effect, Warburg

used so-called rotating sectors: a disc with one or more

sections was placed between the light source and the algae,

so that part of the light could be screened off. As Warburg

himself explained, in employing this technique he had been

inspired by the work of the English plant physiologist

Horace Brown (1848–1925) and his collaborator F. Es-

combe (see Brown and Escombe 1905, p. 38; Warburg

acknowledges Brown’s work in Warburg 1919, p. 263).

However, rotating sectors were also standard instruments in

the field of photophysics and, therefore, regularly used in

the optical laboratory of the Berlin Physikalisch-Technische

Reichsanstalt (PTR), which, at that time, was led by Otto

Warburg’s father Emil Warburg. So, it was quite natural for

Otto Warburg to use—and indeed improve upon—this

technique with his own instruments, particularly since many

of his photosynthesis experiments of the time—at the very

least, his light intensity measurements—were carried out in

his father’s laboratory (see Warburg 1919, pp. 235, 255).

Despite acknowledging Brown’s work in general, Warburg

vehemently denied the relevance of Brown and Escombe’s

findings for the interpretation of the actual photosynthesis

mechanism, since he maintained that the alleged effects of

their findings were artifacts that had occurred as a result of

the diffusion of carbon dioxide: like most researchers before

Warburg, Brown and Escombe had used whole leaves as

objects of investigation, in which the diffusion of gas posed

tremendous methodological difficulties; these difficulties,

however, were negligible, when one worked with unicel-

lular algae, as Warburg did.

Warburg chose the extent of the sections in such a way

that in the course of one rotation half the light would be

screened off. Therefore, in two experiments of the same

duration, one with rotating sectors, the other without, the

former would receive only half the light energy of the

latter. Thus, Warburg did not compare the effects of con-

tinuous and intermittent illumination with experiments of

like duration but with experiments of like light exposure

time. In doing so, he found that at high light intensities a

certain amount of energy was able to decompose more

carbonic acid at intermittent illumination than at continu-

ous illumination. The increase in efficiency depended on

the rate of alternation between light and dark periods: at a

rate of 8,000 alternations per minute efficiency increased

by almost 100%, while at a rate of four alternations per

minute an increase of only 10% was achieved. At low light

intensities no differences in efficiency were observed.

From these findings, Warburg concluded the following:

If a certain amount of energy, which, when alternated

with dark periods of equal length, is 100% more

efficient than the same amount of energy at contin-

uous illumination, we might as well say: in a time

interval that is long compared with the length of one

period at intermittent or continuous illumination the

same amount of carbonic acid is broken down, that is,

the average assimilation rate is the same using both

types of illumination (Warburg 1919, pp. 262f.)

Warburg proposed two alternative explanations: either

decomposition continued to occur during the dark periods

at the same rate as before, possibly due to some sort of

energy storage; or decomposition was interrupted during

dark periods, and then resumed during periods of light at

double the rate. Warburg preferred the latter interpretation,

Fig. 5 Reconstructed model of Warburg’s interpretation of the light

curve. The first step consists of a primary photochemical reaction of

light with substance Z, resulting in the primary photochemical

product (PPP; Step 1). This product immediately undergoes a reaction

with a second substance, Y, and a complex of PPP and Y is formed

(PPP-Y; Step 2), which is then subject to further reaction steps

leading to the release of oxygen (Step 3)
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and suggested that, while decomposition itself stopped on

the interruption of light, other partial processes would

continue until an equilibrium state had been reached

(which at continuous illumination would never be at-

tained). Warburg further assumed that during these ‘‘dark’’

processes a substance was formed that could be decom-

posed by light energy. Since after a dark period an in-

creased concentration of decomposable substance would be

available, light could act more efficiently under these cir-

cumstances—assuming that light of sufficient intensity was

available: low light intensities would not be enough to

enable proper use of the increased availability of dark

period products. This interpretation perfectly matched

Warburg’s theory on the light intensity curve: the light-

dependent reaction—the primary photochemical pro-

cess—provided only part of the necessary educts for the

eventual release of oxygen; the other component was

supposed to be an additional substance, Y, which had to

react with the PPP (see above and Fig. 7). In addition,

Warburg now assumed that this substance Y was derived

from a precursor substance, Y’, by light-independent

chemical reactions. With the resumption of light after a

dark period, therefore, the PPP would meet with increased

concentrations of Y and, thus, the process would proceed at

a higher rate (see Fig. 6 for the extended model).

Anesthetics

The effect of inhibiting substances, in particular of anes-

thetics, on photosynthesis played an important role in

Substance Z

Primary Photochemical
Product (PPP)

Light

O2

Complex: PPP-Y

Substance Y

...

Substance Y’ ??

Thermochemical
Process:

light independent

Primary
Photochemical

Process:
light dependent

Fig. 6 Expanded model of Warburg’s interpretation of the light

curve: whereas the PPP is formed during a light-dependent process,

the substance Y is produced during a light-independent series of

reactions. The former limits the rate of photosynthesis at low light

intensities, the latter at high light intensities

Fig. 7 Reconstruction of

Warburg’s photosynthesis

model
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Warburg’s reasoning (as previously mentioned, Warburg

had taken this approach from his studies in cell respira-

tion). Warburg predominantly investigated the effect of

urethanes, in particular phenylurethane. As was well

known at the time, photosynthetic assimilation could be

reversibly inhibited by these substances. Warburg con-

firmed this general finding for green algae and concluded

that photosynthesis was far more sensitive in this respect

than, for example, respiration. He interpreted this finding

following the general mechanism of anesthesia, which he

had established in earlier research:

Taking into account that the effect of anesthetics is

due to changes in the membranes [in German, War-

burg used the term ‘‘Grenzschichten’’] one must

conclude that the slightest changes in these layers

thus inhibits the process of [photosynthetic] assimi-

lation. This agrees with the experience that, in con-

trast to other life processes, as, for example,

respiration and fermentation, [photosynthetic]

assimilation is already suspended at the slightest

mechanical interference in the structure of the cell

(Warburg 1919, pp. 265f).

The above interpretation matched Warburg’s finding

that the inhibitory effect of an anesthetic substance was

stronger, the higher its adsorptive capacity, that is, its

tendency to adhere to surfaces (Warburg 1920, pp. 196f.).

Since the inhibitory effects were observed under all cir-

cumstances—that is, at low and high light intensities as

well as at different carbon dioxide concentrations. Warburg

concluded that all the reactions that limited the rate of the

process under different conditions were surface dependent.

The sensitivity of photosynthesis to anesthetics at high

light intensities and low carbon dioxide concentrations, for

example, demonstrated that the limiting process under

these conditions (which he considered to be the binding of

carbonic acid to an unknown substance, X) was to be seen

as a reaction that took place on the cell’s internal surfaces,

presumably, at the membranes (Warburg 1920, p. 199).

The same applied to the limiting process at low light

intensities and high carbon dioxide concentrations, which

also proved sensitive to anesthetics: according to Warburg,

the limiting process under these conditions was the light-

dependent stage; however, since light absorption itself was

surely not sensitive to anesthetics, Warburg concluded that

the limiting process here must also involve a secondary

(although indispensable) surface-sensitive reaction (War-

burg 1919, p. 266). This corresponded well to his

assumption of a primary photochemical step—the absorp-

tion of light by substance Z—followed by a subsequent

interaction of the resulting product with another substance,

Y (see Fig. 5).

Hydrocyanic acid

Warburg paid particular attention to the influence of

hydrocyanic acid, another substance with inhibitory ef-

fects, which had also greatly influenced Warburg’s earlier

research on cell respiration, as it acted in a fundamentally

different way to the urethanes. Warburg demonstrated that

already at very low concentrations of this sub-

stance—such as by an N/10,000 hydrocyanic acid solu-

tion—assimilation was reversibly inhibited (Warburg

1919, p. 266). By contrast, respiration was not even

inhibited by an N/100 solution of hydrocyanic acid, that

is, at a 100-fold higher concentration. However, this

strong inhibition of photosynthesis could only be ob-

served at high light intensities, whereas at low light

intensities it was far less obvious. Thus, Warburg con-

cluded that the limiting process at high light intensities

was sensitive to hydrocyanic acid, while the limiting

process at low light intensities was not (Warburg 1919,

p. 266).

In order to explain this finding, Warburg introduced the

notion of the gas exchange equilibrium, that is, the state of

a slightly illuminated cell, in which assimilation or oxygen

production and respiration or oxygen consumption equal

each other; consequently, at this point no gas exchange is

measurable. Today this is known as the compensation point

of photosynthesis. Now, when Warburg tested the effects

of hydrocyanic acid, he found that, up to that point, oxygen

production in the course of photosynthesis was being

inhibited in proportion to the concentration of hydrocyanic

acid. However, from the compensation point on, there was

no increase in effect on adding any further hydrocyanic

acid, which meant, Warburg argued, that the influence of

illumination on the respired oxygen was only slightly

inhibited, even by large amounts of cyanide (Warburg

1920, p. 199).

He explained this in more detail:

The data listed in Table IXa demonstrate that N/500

hydrocyanic acid solutions completely inhibit the

release of oxygen from carbonic acid [in photosyn-

thesis]; even at high light intensities of 19,000 lux,

the cell is no longer able to develop any positive

pressure. However, a certain [low] amount of illu-

mination will split the respiration products and re-

lease oxygen in cells treated with hydrocyanic acid at

the same rate as in cells without hydrocyanic acid.

Thus high concentrations of hydrocyanic acid have

no effect on the photochemical reaction mechanism –

as can be seen from the effect on the oxygen that was

bound in the course of respiration – but they inhibit

the ability of carbonic acid to undergo photochemical

reactions (Warburg 1920, pp. 203f.).
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Warburg’s point was that illuminated cells, under any

conditions, would release some oxygen that had not been

produced by photosynthesis but by photochemical effects

on other substances within the cell—for example, by the

effect of light on the products of respiration, which War-

burg identified as being mainly, although not exclusively,

carbon dioxide. Since this photochemical splitting of

molecules still went on even at high concentrations of

hydrocyanic acid, Warburg argued that the inhibitory effect

of this substance on assimilation had to be due to the

blocking of other processes. Warburg, thus, suggested that

hydrocyanic acid inhibited the ability of carbonic acid ‘‘to

undergo photochemical reactions’’ (see quotation above).

This corresponded to Warburg’s assumption that carbonic

acid had to bind to another substance, X, before the

resulting derivative could be decomposed. It was exactly

this binding process that Warburg thought would be

inhibited by hydrocyanic acid; and since it was known

from other contexts that (1) hydrocyanic acid mainly acted

by inactivating necessary heavy metals and (2) that these

heavy metals were usually part of the catalyzing enzyme,

Warburg inferred that the reaction in question was an en-

zyme-catalyzed reaction requiring the involvement of

heavy metals.

Photochemical induction

The next finding, presented in Warburg’s second article of

1920, was the phenomenon of ‘‘photochemical induction.’’

The principle effect had first been observed in the photo-

chemical reaction between chlorine and hydrogen: if this

mixture was irradiated, hydrochloric acid was formed;

however, the rate of this reaction was initially slow, grad-

ually accelerating to a constant final value. As Warburg

explained, this delay had been shown by Walther Nernst to

be primarily due to secondary reactions of this chain reac-

tion process rather than to the primary photochemical

reaction (Warburg 1920, p. 189). A similar phenomenon,

Warburg argued, could also be observed in photosynthesis,

when studied under intermittent illumination:

If one switches to long periods [of darkness and light]

and, in addition, prolongs the dark periods in com-

parison to the light periods, it turns out that a certain

amount of radiation, which, when alternated with

dark periods, breaks down less carbonic acid than the

same amount under continuous illumination (War-

burg 1919, pp. 265f.)

Only after some minutes of illumination, Warburg re-

ported, would the usual constant value be reached. As he

demonstrated with his data, extending the dark periods by

up to 5 min resulted in a decrease in efficiency of the

following light period of 70–80% compared with the

efficiency of the same radiation without any dark periods.

Thus, Warburg concluded, the assimilation rate after dark

periods rose only gradually. In order to be able to measure

this increase manometrically, Warburg first exposed his

algae to a 5-min dark period; then he had the same algae

irradiated for 0.5–3 min. However, since it took some time

before newly formed oxygen could be detected by mano-

metric methods, as Warburg explained, he darkened the

cells again and only took the reading after some subsequent

dark minutes, after a constant value had been reached.

Furthermore, Warburg worked with very thick cell sus-

pensions. Using this set-up, he found that at 25�C a con-

stant rate of assimilation was only reached after a time lag

of 2 min. However, this was only the case at high light

intensities, while he could not demonstrate any such delay

at low light intensities. In this respect, Warburg’s obser-

vations differed significantly from the usual induction

phenomenon known to photochemistry in general: whereas

the induction period of the chlorine–hydrogen reaction was

shorter, the higher the light intensity, in photosynthesis

Warburg observed the reverse. Thus, Warburg concluded

that the explanation for the two phenomena had to be

different as well. He suggested the following:

This phenomenon [i.e. the induction period in pho-

tosynthesis] cannot be interpreted by assuming that

during the dark periods substances accumulate that

would immediately react with the oxygen that is

formed on illumination, so to say, in statu nascendi;

in this case the induction period should be longer, the

lower the intensity of illumination, while in actual

fact the opposite can be observed. Thus, it rather

follows from the observations that 1) no oxygen is

released in the course of the primary process and 2)

no substances are formed in the course of the primary

process that would spontaneously (in dark reactions)

give rise to oxygen. [...] Points 1 and 2 are all that can

safely be said about the primary process; both make it

very unlikely that the primary process concerns the

carbonic acid molecule (Warburg 1920, pp. 208f.).

Oxygen

Warburg finally investigated the influence of different

oxygen concentrations on photosynthesis. As was known,

for example, from the experiments of Willstätter (cf.

Willstätter and Stoll 1918), for photosynthesis to occur a

certain minimum level of oxygen needed to be pres-

ent—according to Willstätter an amount of less than 1/

1,000 atm. Starting from this, Warburg studied the influ-

ence of higher oxygen concentrations (1/50 to 1 atm) at

high light intensities and found that under these conditions

the photosynthesis rate decreased as oxygen partial
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pressure increased; however, the effect diminished when

oxygen partial pressures approached 1 atm.

Warburg considered two possible explanations: either

the oxygen would re-oxidize intermediate products of

photosynthesis to carbon dioxide, so that, in effect, the end

product stage would never be reached; alternatively, the

oxygen might compete with the (modified) carbonic acid as

an acceptor of the energy transferred by the PPP and, by

this means, prevent the process from being completed.

Warburg, of course, favored the latter explanation, which

would be compatible with his model of the mechanism.

Photosynthesis framed as a photolysis

As the climax of his second article, Warburg integrated all

these findings into a comprehensive interpretation of the

mechanism of photosynthesis. In order to do so, he intro-

duced the concept of ‘‘photolysis’’ (the splitting of sub-

stances by light), which his father had been the first to use

in his studies of photochemistry. The subject of a photol-

ysis was called a ‘‘photolyte.’’ Later in his career, Warburg

defined this term as a photochemically active substance

that is broken down by light (see, e.g., Warburg et al. 1969,

p. 961). However, when he first used this term in 1920, he

spoke of the whole photosynthetic cell as being a ‘‘phot-

olyte’’ (see, e.g., Warburg 1920, title of section V), that is,

here the term photolyte seems to imply the whole system of

photolysis. Warburg had clearly not yet arrived at his final

view on photosynthesis, as prominently expressed, for

example, in Warburg et al. 1969, in which he spoke of the

complex of chlorophyll bound to carbonic acid as being

‘‘the photolyte’’ (which, of course, as we know today, is a

purely speculative concept without any material correlate;

see also Höxtermann and Sucker 1989, pp. 94–99; also see

Höxtermann 2007).

In all photolysis reactions, Warburg explained in his

1920 article, one had to distinguish between the primary

and secondary processes: while the primary reaction al-

ways involves a change in the light absorbing molecule, the

secondary reactions takes place between the primary pho-

tochemical products or between these and other constitu-

ents of the photolyte—understood here as the whole system

(Warburg 1920, p. 206). The latter, that is, the constituents

of the photolyte that react with PPPs in secondary pro-

cesses, Warburg called ‘‘acceptors,’’ since they were the

first to accept the absorbed light energy in the course of a

chemical reaction (note that this differs significantly from

our present understanding of electron or hydrogen ‘‘ac-

ceptors’’ in photosynthesis; only the expression is the

same, not the meaning). However, photosynthesis, War-

burg emphasized, was not a simple photolysis of carbonic

acid but a rather more complicated process:

The primary photochemical process, in which oxygen

is not released, affects the chlorophyll molecule and

leads to the formation of the primary photochemical

product. The rate of the formation of the primary

photochemical product is in proportion to the amount

of radiation absorbed per time unit. The concentration

of the primary photochemical product is determined

both by the rates of its formation and its consumption.

The primary photochemical product reacts in sec-

ondary reactions with the acceptor.

The acceptor is not carbonic acid but a derivative

of carbonic acid, which is formed in the cell by a

chain of chemical reactions. Thus, there is a third

class of reactions in the cell, in addition to the pri-

mary photochemical process and the secondary

reactions: namely, acceptor formation. Acceptor for-

mation is a sequence of spontaneous reactions that

without illumination would quickly come to rest, due

to the accumulation of end products. On illumination,

however, the end products—the acceptors—are con-

sumed during the secondary reaction: a process which

destabilizes the dark equilibrium.

Both the reactions that lead to the formation of the

acceptor and the reaction between the acceptor and the

primary photochemical product are surface-dependent

and, thus, the way they function is extremely sensitive

to changes in the surface environment.

In contrast to the secondary reaction, the formation

of the acceptor is inhibited by small amounts of

hydrocyanic acid. Since the effect of hydrocyanic

acid probably consists of the transformation of heavy

metals from an active form into an inactive complex

compound, one should consider the involvement of

heavy metals in the process of acceptor formation

(Warburg 1920, pp. 206f.).

The above was the core of Warburg’s photosynthesis

model, although he made some additions to this notion of

photosynthesis in 1921. The full sequence of reactions, as

Warburg conceptualized them in 1921, is reconstructed in

Fig. 7 in the form of a scheme. In order to clarify matters, I

shall briefly comment on Warburg’s own statement and

summarize the additions, both with reference to Fig. 7.

The primary process, according to Warburg, was the

most elusive reaction of the whole mechanism of photo-

synthesis. Nothing much could be said about it; the only

safe conclusions Warburg felt entitled to draw were that

this process did not yet give rise to oxygen; and that it

involved a change in a light-absorbing molecule. In his

1920 article, Warburg identified this molecule as

chlorophyll (see quotation above), while in 1921, he wrote

more carefully about the cell’s pigments in general, that is,

the two kinds of chlorophyll (a and b), the xanthophyll and
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the carotenes (Warburg 1921, p. 354; for simplification

purposes, only chlorophyll is mentioned in the figure). On

absorbing light energy, the short-lived PPP is formed,

which in 1921 Warburg assumed it to be ‘‘isomers of these

[light absorbing] pigments, enriched in energy by m’’

(Warburg 1921, p. 354; German original: ,,um hm ener-

giereichere Isomere dieser Farbstoffe’’). The higher energy

level of chlorophyll in this activated state is indicated in the

figure by an asterisk (*).

At the same time, Warburg also held that a second se-

quence of purely chemical reactions was necessary as a

prerequisite for photosynthesis to continue to occur:

acceptor formation, as he called it (but note, again, that the

current usage of ‘‘acceptor’’ does not correspond to War-

burg’s notion of the term). Due to this chain of reactions,

Warburg argued, photosynthesis was highly temperature

dependent at high light intensities, that is, when there was

plenty of light energy available. In his 1921 article, War-

burg used, for the first time, the term ‘‘Blackman reaction’’

for the process limiting photosynthesis under these condi-

tions (Warburg 1921, p. 355). According to Warburg, it

was this class of reactions that made carbonic acid sus-

ceptible to cleavage, by forming an activated carbonic acid

derivative. The full chain of reactions was yet unknown,

but Warburg considered that at least two steps were nec-

essary: the intermediate binding of carbonic acid to some

cell constituent and, subsequently, a reaction step that

somehow modified the bound carbonic acid. Since the

whole process proved highly sensitive to hydrocyanic acid,

Warburg assumed, for the second step, the involvement of

a heavy-metal (presumably iron) containing enzyme that

formed a complex with carbonic acid and transformed it

into its activated derivative—again, the activation is indi-

cated in Fig. 7 by an asterisk (*). This process was also

shown to be surface dependent by its high sensitivity to

anesthetics. In short, acceptor formation in Warburg’s

model was thought to be an iron-enzyme catalysis that

occurred on internal surfaces (most probably, membranes),

the end product of which was a reactive carbonic acid

derivative.

Finally, the PPP and the acceptor—that is, the activated

pigment and the carbonic acid derivative—were assumed

to interact with each other in secondary reactions: the

photochemical acceptor was reduced by the reducing agent,

that is, the carbonic acid derivative was reduced by light-

activated pigments. Warburg did not go into much detail

here, apart from characterizing these reactions, again as

surface-dependent purely chemical processes. This was

inferred from the fact that even at low light intensities,

when assimilation still could be increased in proportion to

light intensity, the process was sensitive to surface-active

substances, which, Warburg argued, could not be ascribed

to light absorption processes alone. Thus, in addition to

light absorption, secondary chemical reactions were also

limiting the rate of photosynthesis at low light intensities,

while at high light intensities the Blackman reaction, that

is, acceptor formation, was thought to be the limiting fac-

tor. To sum up, Warburg concluded:

This view [of the process of photosynthesis] makes it

clear that [photosynthetic] assimilation at low and

high intensities of illumination can be influenced in

different ways; since in the former case, the second-

ary reaction would be the limiting process, in the

latter case the acceptor formation (Warburg 1920, pp.

212f.).

Conclusions

Although, in the next few decades, Warburg felt compelled

to revise certain aspects of his model, following, for

example, some of Willstätter’s new findings and other

developments in the field, he never completely abandoned

it. However, his own experimental focus shifted from these

very general topics to the more specialized question of the

maximum quantum yield of photosynthesis, since this

seemed at the time to be the most promising approach to

discovering more about the mechanism. Radioactive tracer

molecules would not be available until after 1945 (and

even then, Warburg never did believe in their significance

for establishing intermediate reaction steps), so he had to

rely on other means to arrive at more or less well-founded

conclusions.

Soon enough though, Warburg’s model proved incom-

patible with the wealth of new details emerging from lab-

oratories around the world, particularly during the 1950s.

However, it is always easier to discredit earlier interpre-

tations with hindsight and accuse historical players of

being blind to the obvious. Today, we can easily detect the

mistakes and misconceptions of Warburg’s model.

One of the obvious dead ends of Warburg’s theory was

the ‘‘photolyte,’’ although Warburg refused to accept any

criticism of this concept. In actual fact, Warburg’s photo-

lyte—conceived of as the complex of chlorophyll and a

carbonic acid derivative—closely resembled the central

element of Willstätter’s proposal for the process of pho-

tosynthesis. In 1918, Willstätter and his long-standing

collaborator Arthur Stoll (1887–1971) had published a

seminal monograph on photosynthetic assimilation—one

of the few extensive treatments of the topic that was

available at the time (Willstätter and Stoll 1918). In this

book, the authors suggested that a carbon dioxide deriva-

tive would, with chlorophyll, form an additive compound

of the bicarbonate type. This is very similar to Warburg’s

photolyte, and it is an obvious assumption that Warburg
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was inspired by the Willstätter and Stoll monograph, in

addition to borrowing elements of his father’s work and of

his own work on cell respiration. Thus, Warburg’s photo-

synthesis model exhibits the traits of a typical ‘‘building

block strategy,’’ that is, elements of experimental methods

and interpretative approaches from various sources were

recombined in a new and innovative fashion.

What alternatives were on offer at the time? At the

beginning of the twentieth century, the main suggestions

for the mechanism of photosynthesis were approaches that

were ultimately based either on Justus Liebig’s (1803–

1873) organic acid hypothesis, which assumed that carbon

dioxide was reduced stepwise via the stages of, for exam-

ple, citric, tartaric or malic acids (first published in Liebig

1843) or on Adolf von Baeyer’s (1835–1917) formalde-

hyde hypothesis, which assumed that carbon dioxide was

reduced in only one reduction step, directly to the form-

aldehyde stage (Baeyer 1870).5 Both theories were highly

speculative in parts and mainly constructed on analogous

reasoning. An additional drawback of the organic acid

hypothesis was that the acid content of plants did not

correlate with photosynthesis activity, which would be

expected if these acids were intermediates on the pathway

to carbohydrates; the main shortcoming of the formalde-

hyde hypothesis, on the other hand, was that, despite

meticulously carried out experiments, no one had ever been

able to provide convincing proof of the existence of

formaldehyde—a potent cell poison—in green plant cells

(e.g. Rabinowitch 1945, pp. 255–260). Nonetheless, while

their supporters were unable to produce conclusive exper-

imental evidence in favor of either of these two theories (or

any one of the various hybrid approaches) until well into

the 1920s, adversaries were equally unable to prove them

wrong.

Warburg’s work, by contrast, had the definite advan-

tage—and was almost unique at the time in this respect—in

that he based all the elements of his photosynthesis model

on experimental data, which, moreover, were gathered

from living cells under physiological conditions. Most of

his contemporaries, with the (partial) exception of Wills-

tätter and Stoll, tried to infer the biochemical mechanisms

of photosynthesis from data that had been collected in

artificial, non-physiological systems, for example, under

high atmospheric pressure, in conditions of extremely high

temperatures or strong acidity (Florkin 1977). Warburg

was also able to integrate convincingly the findings of the

plant physiologists Blackman and Matthaei into his

mechanistic model, which most other researchers simply

ignored (on the long-standing contention between organic

chemists, or later biochemists, and plant physiologists, see,

e.g., Werner and Holmes 2002).

Thus, discarding Warburg’s model from the state of the

art of the 1920s would not have been an easy task, closely

tied as it was to experimental data and the period’s gen-

erally accepted knowledge of plant physiology. Despite its

shortcomings, then, Warburg’s photosynthesis model,

which made use of the photophysical concept of photolysis,

was unquestionably one of the most plausible explanations

of the time.

In the following paper, Ekkehard Höxtermann (2007)

has provided an understanding of the background of

Warburg’s early research and ideas of the others that pre-

ceded the work of Warburg discussed in this paper.
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